
 
 
 
PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN  
Via email, committee has been hashing out points for our YP; getting feedback and 
ideas from committee members but also looking at documents from last year 
Via email correspondence, the Internal Governance committee has been reviewing the 
existing set of MSU policies and bylaws to select those we’d like to focus on updating or 
changing this year. 
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
In addition to discussing the committee’s year plan as well as hashing out projects for 
my own, I have had many conversations with Kristina (VP Administration) on how this 
role, AVP Internal Governance, fits into the larger structure of the MSU and the SRA.  
Certainly, the position is not limited to dealing with policies and bylaws; I have taken on 
some side projects outside of the review of MSU documentation such as communicating 
a condensed summary of SRA meetings to Haley Greene (Communications Officer) for 
the creation of a graphic to effectively advertise meetings to students and hopefully 
improve turnout. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
With the start of regular meetings, the Internal Governance committee will be discussing 
the policies that we have chosen to review and edit, such as Corporate Bylaw 1 as well 
as those we’d like to look into drafting, such as an operating policy regarding transitions 
for various roles. We are excited to get started on these projects and more! 
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
Although this is no longer a challenge, progress has been slower for the last few months 
due to the logistical difficulties of summer. 
As a very new position (only in its second year of existence) there is still some flexibility 
within the role, and this has made planning out my goals for the year as AVP both easier 
and more difficult.  
 
VOLUNTEERS (Standing Committees only)  
One challenge has been organizing a time to meet that works with everyone’s 
schedules. Additionally, communicating primarily via email during summer felt much less 
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effective than in person, so I am excited to be meeting face-to-face for more productive 
discussion. 
 
SUCCESSES  
Creating, albeit at the last minute, a year plan! 
 
 
Best, 
 
Raquel Deperasinski 
Associate Vice-President, Internal Governance 
McMaster Students Union 
avpinternal@msu.mcmaster.ca 
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